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Visual-XSel describes data graphically in form of sophisticated diagrams and calculation data flows
in form of active flowcharts. Furthermore formulas and functions can be created in a most simple
way and diagrams can be issued immediately. The recent version is also a best-practice tool for
SixSigma.

The most important highlights:



















About 140 top 2D- and 3D-diagrams from 60 basic types with axes labeling
Quick description of formulas and graphs by formula interpreter
Excel-compatible table
Solver for adjustment of any functions at table data
Programming and macros in form of flowcharts with graphical debugger
Together with statistical templates about 220 functions
automatic program generating by table
Model calculations with animations in real time
Statistics for practice with 18 distributions and 17 statistical tests
Special Weibull-evaluations with file templates according to industry standard
Multivariate like Principle Component Analysis, Partial -Least-Square und Clusteranalysis*
Regressions and splines also for 3D-diagrams
Diagrams, tables and calculations can be published for internet
Complete formulary with formulas from technique, mathematics and statistics
D-optimal experimental designs*
Multiple regression with ANOVA*
Discrete regression*
Neural Networks *
Complete graphically System- and Fault-Tree-Analysis*

* only available for version Multivar

Requirements to Hardware
Visual-XSel 13.0 needs approx. 120MB on hard disk. Operating system Windows XP, Vista or Windows 7 or 8.1.

Installation and Registration
Download the setup via www.crgraph.com/XSel13eInst.exe. Execute the indicated steps of the setup. After finishing the installation call Visual-XSel by the Windows-start bar. The dialog box for
registration appears. If there is not yet a registration number, you have to log on as a visitor. Thereby
Visual-XSel is full serviceable (exception is copy to clipboard).

Maintenance / Updates
At all time you will find updates with improvements and partly new functions under
www.crgraph.com. All updates are free of charge up to the next complete version number. The
corresponding downloads can be executed via already existing installations without anew registration.

Problems / Support ?
First at problems read the information in the Readme.txt. Under www.crgraph.com you will find
actual descriptions for frequent questions and their solutions. If the problem still cannot be solved,
send a mail to info@crgraph.de with exact indication of computer configuration, operating system,
problem description and maybe a Visual-XSel file (*.vxg).

Diagrams of Visual-XSel 13.0
Additional axis to all sides,
or user-defined axis
Fast edititing of formulas,
Splines and regression e.g.
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The Main Window
If you have started Visual-XSel, the so called main window appears, where the pages are
described, which you will get at the printout (therefore there is no print preview, as shown in
other programs). On these pages you usually create diagrams, texts, formulas, tables, drawings and so on.

In short Steps from Program to Diagram
With an example it should be shown, how a diagram is created via the table window and a
small program. First open the table and mark the indicated area from A2 to C5.

Now use the icon Functions and Programm-loop for…. Automatically the program window
is opened at the right with the corresponding program cycle. That element, which is authoritative for a calculation of the marked cells, is marked. Add i+i*j in the edit line, so that
T1[i,j]=i+i*j is defined.
Start the program, e.g.
with key F9 or the corresponding icon. Now the requested
numerical values are the in the
table, which should be issued as diagram.

The values in the first column A
are the reference (position) for
the x-axis. All others (here B
and C) are for the real lines or
bars to be depicted and refer to
the y-axis. In the first row there
are the legend texts of the particular curve or bar row (cell B1
and C1). Those you can enter
now.
For creation of a diagram
now mark the area within the
table including the legend line,
also from A1 to C5 and choose
the icon actualize diagram

resp. create diagram. If the data are, like here top left in the table, a marking of cells is not
necessary implicitly. In this case the data area for the diagram is determined automatically.
After no diagram exists yet, the selection of diagram basic types appears.

Choose for this example the diagram type column. After that you can enter the labeling of
axes and the headlines. Closing the following diagram is generated:
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Subsequent the labeling
, the axis area
, the grating segmentation
, as well as the
size and position of the diagram
can be changed. The colours of lines and surfaces can
be changed by clicking to the requested element and by the symbols
. Both are
also authoritative for text- and labeling. The diagram colour background can be adjusted under the dialog window of the diagram types.

If several diagrams should be created, so in the table the menu point Diagram/Add… can be
chosen. While for the first diagram you do not have to mark a table area, at each case for the
next the corresponding text must be fixed with the mouse. After the menu selection you have
the possibility to choose the relative position of the new diagram to the actual one. You can
also use the same data area for different descriptions (e.g. bar chart and concurrent output in
table form besides).
Line charts, which have been created via table data, can also be polished (spline) or provided with a regression. These adjustments have
to be taken up via the dialog window of the diagram type (just for
line chart).
Optional the formula of the corresponding selected regression is issued atop the diagram and can be
processes with the formula interpreter.
y = - 0.64 + 1.3·x r = 0.981
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A best fit straight line e.g.
with confidence-range
looks like the chart

For some regression-types it is possible to transform the x-, y-data or both. This will cause a
better approximation. By using Auto Offset the computer will search for the best values. If a
log-function is requested and there are negative values it is necessary to transform the x-data
in a positive range.
Visual-XSel 13.0 offers a series
of special diagrams. Information about those descriptions you find with the key
and click to the diagram.

Diagram Scaling
According to the diagram type and data the scaling of axes can be adjusted under the symbol grating segmentation :







Metric axes scaling
Text-scaling
Date-scaling
Logarithmic segmentation
Converse axis direction
User defined axes

standard adjustment
same distance indep. of numbers
optional with exponentiell scaling
just for 3D-description
just for 2D-description

In addition the frequency illustrations and the Weibull-diagram (category statistics) have special scaling in the y-axis (e.g. double logarithmic).
For the most important 2D-diagrams (just via table values) own axes segmentations can be
used (user defined). The corresponding scaling is free definable, e.g. double logarithmic or
as root-scaling. At first the so called segmentations of axes with their
distances must be entered in a table page. In the first column A there
are ex row 2 the converted numerical values. For a root-scaling the
axis area from 1 to 10 looks as it is shown at the right:

Y -A xis

For the values in column B, which are written as numerical values to
the axis, the values in column A have to be entered as root. The
distances of fragmentations result through this. If there is no number
in B, just a fragmentation line is drawn, without number indication
below. For B10 a number has been skipped, to get space for the
description of the unit, which is always written at the position of the
last but one number. Attention: internally the distances are just enumerations, that means the
actual data for the graphic must also be converted as root values, so that the points in the
diagram ditto have the same distances!
After the axis, e.g. on table page T2 has been defined, first create the diagram (e.g. lines) in
linear measure. Now go to the dialog box Diagram/Grid and choose User defined axis for the
x-axis and purport the table page T2 (the input of the number 2 will do). Now the diagram is
described in the re10
quested scaling after conY-Unit
firmation of the Ok key. A
user defined axis is also
8
possible for the y-axis
resp. for additional axes.
6
With this method any
mathe-matic relations for
axes deformation can be
4
adopted. The example
described at the left you
2
will find under the
directory diagram examples
0
Root_Axis.vxg.
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The Formula Interpreter
If you just want to depict functions resp. formulas directly as
a curve or net, you do not need to write a complete
program. For this there is the formula interpreter,
which can be used as „pocket calculator“ at the
same time. Choose in the main window the icon
Tools and then formula interpreter

Functions up to a maximum length of 255 signs are definable in the formula interpreter. The
formula is written into the so called edit line (e.g. y=sin(x)*cos(z)^2 ). At the same time you see
the formula in mathematic form during the input in the cantle lying above. As long as the formula
is not complete or shows errors, a message in red appears at the bottom. If the formula is errorfree, the result of the formula is shown in blue (variable x = Xstart, variable z = Zstart). For a
graph-description in 3D (see net) there are two independent axes x and z and just one function
can be depicted. In a 2D-illustration 32 functions in total can be created as different curves in a
diagram. It is also possible to define a function as „parameter description“. The variable Z is used
as parameter, which traverses the values between the indication Zstart and Zend. Instead of Z
points the number of curves in indicated. Formulas in the main window can be described also
alone without diagram.
If several functions are defined (via Key
), also a complete curve sketching can follow. The
corresponding options for this are indicated under the diagram type in the category „special“.

Programming / macros in Visual-XSel
The programming of Visual-XSel is managed via flow charts in an own window. No
knowledge of a language dialect, like Basic or C is necessary. Just the input of formulas
take place. The program flow is created by drawing with help of precasted elements. The most
and most important elements you reach by the icon bar. Less frequently used you find under the
menu point Insert.
Often it is helpful to enter free text as comment at the corresponding positions, to reach a still
better comprehensibility of the program flow. This you can enter and modify subsequent under
the menu point Insert/Comment .
Between the single symbols there is as well a visual, as also a logical connection. This you note
at the point, that at moving one of the both elements with the mouse the arrow-connection still
exists. There are following elements:

Start-element
Starts the program flow

Start

Stop-element
Concludes the program flow

Stop

Operation-element arrow downwards
there formulas and calculations are defined

A = Sin 2 · 

Operation-element arrow above (only via menu)
A = Sin 2 · 

n

(formula )

A =

Operation-element with sum instruction
instead of a loop areas can be added up directly

i=1

1

 (formula ·dx )

A =

Operations-element with integral
numerical integration of any functions

dx = 0

Function( A; B; .... )

Sub routine-element
calls internal functions or other flow charts

Input( "Input"; A; B; ...)

Input-element
creates entry-masks for values or selection dialog window
(check boxes)

Output( A; B; C.... )

True

A >B
False

True

A >B

Result output-element
addresses the dynamical display-elements in the main window
(see chapter animation), or actualizes all diagrams
Branching arrows down/right
with optional „and“, „or“ , as well as „exclusive-or“ branching
several conditions
Branching arrows down/left
function as above

False

Junction
This is set automatically, if the right arrow is conducted to a
vertical line with the mouse
0· 
99 

Array
Defines a series starting with field 0
(example with 10 fields)

0· ·· ··
99·99

Matrix
Defines a matrix, starting at row 0 and column 0
(example with 100x100 fields)

Array 100

Matrix100,100

The last both elements, the array and the matrix are placed free. By the optional indication of
a filename behind a matrix a txt- or xls-file can be read in.

The first Steps to the Program

First it should be described, how calculations are executed with the data in the table cells. Normally the reference to a cell in an
arithmetic statement of the flow chart occurs via the table
name followed by a ‘.’ and the following cell reference. Assumed the value of cell B1 divided by
2 should be written into cell A1. In the table go with the mouse to cell A1. Push the icon
.
Automatically it is switched to the program window and the minimal program shown at the left
appears, with T1.A1= in the edit line. Now go back to the table and click to cell B1
a
t
with the mouse. Now in the edit line of ther
program window there is T1.A1=T1.B1.
Add /2 and the formula described at the right is created. Therewith the requested
value is calculated, push the icon
from the table or the program window. For
further cells other arithmetic statements are appended into the flow chart by the same
process. If later you do not know exactly, if an arithmetic
statement for a cell does
o
p
exist in the flow chart, you can let search
for this from the table. a
S
t
For this go the corresponding cell with the mouse and choose the menu point
Edit/Search formula for cell.
T
1
.
B
1
If values should be calculated for several cells at the
=
T
1
.
A
1
2
t
a
r
t
same time, use the icon
after you have marked the
requested area in the table(as already described). For
S
=
1
i
closure add the stop-symbol. t
If for example the cells A1 o
to A10 are marked with the mouse, the loop described
at the left is created, with T1[0,i]= in the edit line. The input cursor is directly
behind the ‘=‘ and a corresponding formula can be entered. For looping
=
+
1
i
i
cycles the cell reference, like T1.A1 is not possible. Instead of this it is accessed via the „numerical“ reference (matrix-definition with brackets). The
first value within the brackets is for the column, the second for the row.
Please note that the reference of the first row and the first column start with
the Index
0, while the top table row gets the number 1! The identifier „i“ is
J
a
<
9
i
used as so called runner variable. If you e.g. enter T1[0,i]=i+1 into the edit
line, so the values for the row numbers of the table are written into the
n
marked cells.
For creation of a sum of values from a table area no loop is
t
o
p
necessary. For this there is a special arithStart
metic statement, the icon . For the area used above the right
arithmetic statement is formed. Because you first marked an area,
the sum is allocated to a variable „identifier“, which of course can
9


get any name. But if the sum should be written into a certain cell
Indentifier =
 T1 0,i1 
i1 = 0
of the table, so go into the edit line of the program window with the
mouse within „identifier“, then switch to the table and click to the
cell in which the value should be. Then the name identifier is overStop
written by the table reference e.g. T1.C2. Push the icon
without
marking an area, so the arithmetic statement is built up in inverted sequence. At first the previous
depiction is created, whereas the target cell is already fixed, but not the table area. Now switch
to the table again and mark the area which should be added up. After
Start
that the start- and end value of the sigma sign, as well as „term“ is
replaced automatically.
n

( formel )

i2 = 1

To
the

Start

fill a certain area of
table with numerical
values, likewise no
Stop
loop SetValues( Matrix; Col; Row; NumRows; x1; dx )
is required. For this
there is an own program function. Choose the
icon
, whereas
Stop
also here it obtains that you
either first mark the
area of the table and then call the function, or determine the area, after the function has been
inserted in the program window. For our example choose the function SetValues from the category Edit and confirm with Ok. In the program window this function will be inserted with the
T1.C2 =

parameters still to be occupied. Now go to the table and mark the requested area, by what automatically the parameter Matrix; Col; Row and NumRows are replaced. You have to change x1
and dx directly. If e.g. integers from 1 to 10 should be refilled, so x1=1 and dx=1 have to be set.
With help of the debugger the actual values are displayed at every operation element, at which
calculations are executed after start of the program. Just navigate with the mouse over the corresponding element, without clicking to it. Of course also „breakpoints“ can be inserted to get
intermediate results (menu point debugger or key F6 at clicked element). If the debugger is at
an element with a stop-point and it should also be stopped at the following element, so choose
Next Operation, or F8. If it should be calculated further, till the
existing stop-point is reached again, so Continue, or F9 must be
chosen. Certainly a stop-point can also be deleted during the
process, so that no further interruptions will take place.
The display of a value is also possible within the arithmetic statement. For this use the corresponding menu point, or the key F5.
However the program run is not interrupted and you can follow
up e.g. loops at all the time. Then the calculating speed is indeed
lower.

Table Functions
The table of Visual-XSel is compatible to
MS-Excel. In the cells functions and formulas can be inserted directly. The most important functions are supported. In Visual-XSel
the balance point is in the calculation by flow
charts, as described before.
Within the programs function calls, resp. subroutines are realized by the elements described at
the right.

Start

Count( T1; 0; 0; 0; 1000; n )

_
MeanArithm( T1; 0; 0; n; x )

StandardDeviation( T1; 0; 0; n; 0; 0; TRUE; s )

The necessary commands for generating the program functions you find in the following symbols
of the table:

Stop

selection of a Visual-XSel-function
builds the sum for a marked area
inserts an arithmetic statement into the flow chart for the actual cell, or creates a loop
in the flow chart for the marked area
opens the program window for editing or changing the programs.
starts a corresponding program. As a standard this is MainProgram

The first icon Functions shows the available categories of functions.

The selection of a certain function inserts the appropriate element into the flow chart of the
program window (see example at right). The necessary parameter of the function of the cell area
of the table can also be modified subsequent, by clicking to the function element, changing the
table and marking there the requested area with the mouse (as described). It is also possible to
define own functions and subroutines, which then can be included in this selection. Save the
corresponding program page into the directory \Programme and further into the directory with
the same name, as the categories are named

Direct Table Functions
Also without programming some data editings are possible. Under the menu point of the table
Calculate you find following commands, which refer to marked table areas:
Search result
adapts one cell value to another
Classify
merges data lines to classed areas
Compress rows
merges data lines as mean value or min-/max area
Solver
see description next page
Product of columns
multiplies the first and the last marked column
Differentiate numerical
differentiates the marked data
Integral numerical
Builds the numerical data of the antiderivative
Furthermore there are following commands under the menu point Edit:
Fill continuous
continues a numerical order up to the end
Exchange rows and col’s
Sort
by different criterions
Especially for diagram descriptions data can be converted under the menu point Diagram:
Exchange X- and Y-Data changes data for 2D-diagram
Exchange X- and Z-Data same as exchange rows and columns

Function Conformation to Data with the Solver
With the solver of the table parameter of any functions can be determined (menu point Functions/Solver). There are 3 possibilities of parameter-conformation to data (Target):
1.) Single value
2.) Marked data range in the table as numerical series
3.) Marked data range in the table as matrix
In case of a single value the function with maximal one variable is conformed under Formula that
way that the target value will be reached. If the function is e.g. y=3*a+0,5*a^2 and the target
value is 27,5, so you get after confirmation of the key Start down left the result a=-11. Because
this is a square function, yet there are two solutions. It can be assumed that the second possibility
for a is in the positive area. Therefore enter a>0 under Constrains and then you get after anew
start a=5. In principle it is always advisable, to let the requested parameter be searched in a
certain area, especially if the appropriate boundary values are known. The search for results is
also advanced by this. Possibly without realistic input of conditions also no solution will be found.
Several conditions can be entered one after another, separated by a semicolon.
Beside the parameters you get also a value  in the result field, which shows the remainder
deviation. This remainder deviation depends on the interruption con0
4
dition you have fixed. At one case the iteration can be cancelled after
1
5
a fixed number of cycles, or if the remainder deviation has fallen below
2
6
a certain value (Max difference). The last option has to be preferred,
3
7
because the result here is more definite.
4
8
5
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The next possibility beside the single target value is the parameter
adaptation to a numerical series with two columns. If e.g. you have marked the following data in
the described table and you want to determine a best fir straight line for this, just choose after
calling of the solvers the function y=a*x+b and as target value Selected data range y=f(x)
(already preset, if maximal two columns have been selected before). In the function you want to
determine the parameter a and b, the variable x stands for the cycle of the numerical series in
the first column. The second column is interpreted as y. After the start of the solvers you get a=1
and b=3,999998, what is a certain deviation to the estimated value 4. If the permitted deviation
is assessed about 1/10 lower, so after anew start again there is b=4 in the output.
As third possibility a function can be adjusted to a marked data area in the table according to a
3D-diagram. There beside x also the variable z is used. The data for the z-variable are in the first
row, the data for the x-variable are in the first column. The option Selected data range y=f(x,z) is
already preset, if you have marked more than two columns in the table.

Library of Formulars
The formulary (menu Tools) can be opened from the main window, the formula interpreter
and the program window and makes available a basic collection of formulas for technique, geometry, mathematics and statistics and others. This can enlarged
and changed
arbitrary.

Start

ys =

b +c
3

For description of the formula sign it is possible to add images
bitmap-images with a size of 114x70 pixel.

. You get the best result at

With Drag&Drop (click to the formula and tear to the target window) every formula can be copied
e.g. into the program window. As a target there an operation element has to be used, in which
formulas can be defined. The formulas can also be get into the clipboard as text or in the Excelformat. For this use the right mouse key.
After a certain formula you can look for with the help of a headword, which has to be in the
title. But also a known excerpt of the formula is enough.
Within the formulary you find the pocket calculator, where, like in the formula interpreter,
formulas are entered in alphanumeric order (here just only number).
Selected formulas can be calculated. Here the values of formula signs should be entered
and you save the pocket calculator.
As independent application the most important units can be converted. For this enter the
requested numerical value and choose the units.

Weibull-Distribution

A bsolute frequency

Beside the program functions for calculating all important distribution, normal-, sum-, log normaland Weibull-distribution can be depicted directly as a diagram. For a normal distribution enter
your values into the first column from the row 2, e.g. 1.0; 2.0; 2.1; 2.9; 3.0; 3.1; 3.9; 4.0; 5.0.
After the diagram selection fre4
quency distribution (category
40
Statistics) with the indication of
Y-Unit
class size 1 you create the right
%
3
depiction. Optional the mean,
30
the standard deviation as well
as the function (not described
here) can be issued over the di2
20
agram.
1

10

With the Weibull-distribution all
important reliability analysis can
be executed according to indus0
0
try standard. With a few data
1
2
3
4
5
the statistical distribution form
called after the same denominator can be described as a diagram. An example: there are kmvalues for a vehicle, where a certain part has been dropped out: 1026, 2065, 3657, 4768 and
5043km. Enter those data in the table (menu point data/table) from the cell A2 (the first row is
reserved for the legend). Choose add diagram. Under the category Statistics of the diagram
types, click to the Weibull-distribution and a dialog box appears with own options. For standard
adjustments choose the right axis for the gradient b and the confidence area. After confirmation
also the diagram labeling has to be entered, what is restricted here to the x-axis. After that the
described diagram is created. Probably the start and end of the axis have to be adjusted (menu
point diagram/ axis area in the main window). In this diagram you can read, how big the failure
frequency is to be estimated at a certain km-number. Instead of km-values also a change of load
number or a checking cycle can be.
99.99
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Special evaluation procedures for this distribution you find in the directory \Weibull. To this
among others the sudden-death-procedure, forecast of incomplete data, determination of mix
distributions and statistical comparisons between two Weibull - distributions. Extensive descriptions for this you find in the online-help or under www.crgraph.com. A listing of file templates you
find on the last page.

Relative frequency

Statistics – Frequency Distributions

Animation
For illustration of data or calculations usually diagrams are used. Images and diagrams however
are static, that means they just show a state.
With Visual-XSel it is possible to actualize the contents of diagrams permanently or to show or
skip images resp. drawings. But also characteristics of character elements, like position, height
and width, as well as the rotation angle can be influenced.
With this an animation can be realized, or a small film can be executed. The display of images
is completely flexible and necessarily not absolute sequential. That
means the chronology can be fixed and thus an illustration in addiction of calculation can occur
in real time.
As many other functions in Visual-XSel also the images are controlled via special output commands in form of a flow chart.
Via program functions characteristics of character elements like position, height and width, as
well as the angle of twist can be influenced.
At first a so called identification number is allocated to a free character element. This you reach
by clicking a character element and push the key combination Strg+I (menu point Animation/Set
next ID). Therewith this is defined as animation element. In the program the corresponding characteristics can be reached by identifier. Always the name of the identifiers starts with „Elem“ and
the following ID-number. After that the characteristic follows parted with underscore. For the first
element e.g. counts:
Elem1_X
Elem1_Y
Elem1_B
Elem1_H
Elem1_Wnkl
Elem1_visibl

:
:
:
:
:
:

horizontal position in mm
vertical position in mm
width in mm
height in mm
angle in °, turning left
TRUE if visible, FALSE if invisible

Under the menu point Program/Diagram variables of the program window you can see, which
identifier resp. which animation elements do exist. To make visible or invisible you can also use
the variable Elem1_visibl instead of an output element in the program. Pay unconditionally attention to the upper- and lower case, because otherwise the animation elements are not addressed!
The angle counts in ° anticlockwise and is an absolute value (no relative indication). The angle,
in which for example an arrow has been drawn, has the basic position 0°. You have to take into
account that the center of rotation at lines and arrows is the initial point. At all other elements, as
e.g. rectangle and polygon the center is the center of rotation. At a text this center of rotation is
depending on the fact, if left-or right justified, resp. a centered orientation has been selected.
For ellipses it obtains that the width is the diameter of the horizontal, the height is the diameter
of the vertical. The position X and Y refer to the center point.
Possibly it is necessary, to change an animation element first then, if it is invisible, because
otherwise movements will be viewable. This can be the case e.g. at moving and turning at the
same time.
In the file Nailboard.vxg in the directory \Statistics you find an application, how a bowl is moved
(character element ellipse). Through the output element „diagram“ at the end of a calculation at
every rack flow the diagram is actualized at the same time.
Another possibility of animation is the dynamic display. In the work space of the main window
of Visual-XSel you insert a dynamical value display into any place in the main window.

(Menu Insert/Dynamic element). 4 display elements are available:
Text display

Bar vertical

Bar horizontal

Clock display
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A value area has to be indicated, where e.g. the bar should move. By instruction Output (menu
point in program window Insert/Dynamic element). the identifier following afterwards are issued
in one or several display elements of the main window. The advantage of the display is a visual
reflection of certain data during the calculation, where it is more about monitoring of fixed limit
values than the exact readout of values. So e.g. also the calculation progress can be displayed
during a longer looping, by exporting the loop index. Furthermore also animations are possible,
to e.g.
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describe technical models dynamically. For this especially see the example files Beltdrive.vxg
and Tank_Outflow.vxg in the directory \ProgramExamples. Hint: So that the program can find
the corresponding output element, the identifier of the program and the title of the output element
has to match exactly (under
10
regard of upper- and lower
m
case). If several identifier have
8
10
to be issues at the same time,
m
so these have to be written
6
parted one after another by
semicolon within the brackets
0
4
after the command Output.
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